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The reality: The level playing field for all
ideas to be heard equally is defined by
Moses, fulfilled in Jesus but foreign to
Muhammad. It is a question of informed
choice and human freedom in Moses and
Jesus, versus the coercion of jihad in
Muhammad. The provocation: In A.D.
632, Abu Bakr, soon to become the first
caliph in Islam, said: Allah sent
Muhammad with his religion and he strove
for it until men accepted it voluntarily or
by force. The Arabic root here for strove is
jihad. This is an original historical
provocation, and virtually unrestrained
across these nearly 1400 years. Islam is
historically a one-way religion, the
opposite of the level playing field. Whether
you are born Muslim, convert or are
coerced, even by the sword, you are not
allowed to exit. The invitation: Despite
this conflict, the biblical approach is
dynamically asymmetrical to give the
invitation to freedom to all people equally.
In terms of public policy, here in the
United States, it is not to ban Muslim
immigration, nor to single out any religion
or ethnicity, but to define the terms of our
own biblical and constitutionally defined
liberties. Thus, a proposed Amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, the Liberty
Amendment:
All citizens, visitors and
other persons living in the United States, or
its territories, must affirm the following:
I affirm that all persons living within the
jurisdictions of the United States of
America have full religious, political and
economic liberty under the rule of law. I
thus affirm that all such persons are free to
change their religious, political and/or
economic affiliations as they see fit, free
from any forms of coercion. Muslims of
goodwill affirm such an Amendment, and
by definition cannot thus embrace jihad.
For any Muslims of ill will, they will
reveal themselves in opposition to such
true and equal liberty. If this Amendment
were to become law, and enforced across
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the board, the possibility of Islamic jihad
within the United States would be nearly
eliminated. And the United States always
maintains its necessary prerogative to
defend our liberties in the face of
unrepentant
jihad,
nationally
and
internationally.
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Jesus vs Muhammad vs Moses - Off-Topic Discussion - GameSpot Islams prophet, Muhammad, believed Jesus was
the Messiah, Allahs anointed Isaac, Jacob, and the tribes, and that which Moses and Jesus received (2: 136*). No
Temple, priests, rules, dogmas, or liturgies are required for God to care Images for Moses and Jesus versus
Muhammad Say, We have believed in Allah and in what was revealed to us and what was revealed to Abraham,
Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and the Descendants, and in what was Was Mohammed the Prophet of Whom Moses Spoke? :
Christian Prophets, Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad Has a much more ambiguous definition than Judaism or
Christianity. Different than a messenger or rasul. Muhammad or Jesus - Defend and Proclaim the Faith Isnt this
similar to the stories of Jesus and Mohammad, because no one was jews thinks that we dont believe Moses or torah and
stories of judaism, its wrong. Muhammad: A Prophet Like Unto Moses - WhyIslam Feb 19, 2015 Jesus vs. Moses
vs. Muhammad 1. What is the holy book of your faith and how does it compare to others? Jesus- The holy book of my
faith is Was Muhammad the Prophet like Moses? - Answering Islam Apr 10, 2015 Those children are believed to be
ancestors of west Asian or . Abraham, Noah Moses and Jesus are also considered as prophets in Islam. Prophets,
Moses, Jesus, and Muhammed However, this list of fifteen differences between Jesus and Muhammad disagrees .. But
Moses or Joshua or the judges did not promise heaven, automatically, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed and Company: The
Critical Problem with Mar 18, 2015 - 7 min - Uploaded by ONE FOR ISRAEL MinistryJesus vs. Moses? ONE FOR
ISRAEL Ministry Before Moses, God was! Therefore the Law Was Muhammad the Prophet like unto Moses? Answering Islam Dec 1, 2014 Pretty soon, we will be told that Moses was an early feminist and animal is that Moses
or Jesus or Mohammed or Joseph Smith or some other Difference Between Jesus and Mohammed Difference
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Between There are many verses in the Old Testament that predict the coming of Jesus (pbuh). This one Therefore,
Muhammad is like Moses, but Jesus is unlike Moses. Similar Teachings of Muhammad and Jesus Well moses is a
man, muhammed is a prophet, and jesus is a demi-god. By that logic Jesus, but then again hes the kind of guy that would
just Islam or Christianity? Jesus or Muhammad? Bible or Quran? Muslim Nov 17, 2014 This point, alone,
precludes Jesus. Because the prophecy is about a prophet like unto Moses. When Jesus is regarded as God incarnate, or
the Comparison Chart of Jesus, Muhammad, Buddha and Sigmund muhammad, jesus, teachings, similar values,
christianity, islam, mohammed, christ. thee - and that which We enjoined on Abraham, Moses, and Jesus: Namely,
Jesus taught: Think not that I am come to destroy the Law, or the prophets: I Moses and Jesus Versus Muhammad John C. Rankin - Google If we are to compare the similarities of both Jesus and Muhammad, Written legacy Neither
Jesus or Muhammad ever wrote a book, yet much of . There are no known facts about Adam, Eve, Moses, Muhammad,
Jesus, Krishna, Zeus, etc. The Spirit of Islam - Is Mohammed like Moses? Jesus vs. Moses vs. Muhammad by
Shayne Graham on Prezi Feb 4, 2002 Moses was a prophet of God, Muslims say, who gave the law of God. believe
Jesus was talking not about the Holy Spirit but about Muhammad. A series of holy wars against Islam led by
power-mad popes and fought by Differences between Muhammad And other Prophets Difference Mar 6, 2011
Who was more violent and warlike: the Prophet of Judaism or the Prophet of And in this light, Moses does not stack up
well against Muhammad. . From a Christian perspective, it is wrong to say Jesus never killed anyone. What are the
similarities and differences between the lives of Muhammad or Jesus. The Prophet Like Unto Moses. Note: The word
Sura means chapter in the Koran. For Islam to be a religion, Muhammad must be a prophet A comparison of the
Islamic and Christian views of Jesus Warrior Prophet: Moses or Muhammad? Who Is Jesus? The Bible Muslim
apologists claim that Muhammad was the prophet like unto Moses who is mentioned in Deuteronomy. . 6) Moses never
uttered verses from Satan but Muhammad had the Satanic Verses. (History of Tabari Moses / Jesus / Muhammad are
descendents of - Ohio University Hinduism. Buddhism. Islam. Christianity. 610 AD. Quran. Bible. Moses. Jesus
Christ. Muhammad . not be transferred or inherited from person to person. 19. What Did Jesus Really Say ? - Moses
foretells of Muhammads coming The Claim that Muhammad was the Prophet like Moses For no one has ever shown
the mighty power or performed the awesome deeds that Moses did in the that the prophet like Moses is none other than
Jesus the Messiah, and base What is the major difference between past prophets (Moses, Ibrahim A young convert
to Islam asserts that Mohammed was the prophet of whom That there were some insignificant dissimilarities between
Moses and Jesus, such any change or alteration (Arthur Jeffery, Islam, Muhammad and His Religion, Comparison
Chart of JESUS (Christians), Muhammad (Islam), Buddha the level of his education was not enough as to be considered
educated or literate. . for Jesus) asked for forgiveness of sin/fault in the Quran Moses (Surah 28:16). JESUS VS.
MUHAMMAD: 33 Stonking And Striking Differences Feb 21, 2015 Firstly, Jesus, according to the Biblical record,
was sinless whilst .. Compare Mohammed to Moses or Isaiah or any of the prophets from the Arent Moses and
Mohammads Stories Similar? - Questions Islam recognizes both Moses and Jesus as prophets (along with other Bible
. To claim that Muhammad or any other man received later revelations or a better Jesus vs. Moses? - YouTube Jesus vs
Mohammed Jesus and Mohammed lived in two different periods. Moses, prophet Jeremiah and all died and reserve by
God but body of muhammad Jesus and Muhammad: Fifteen major differences - Answering Islam May 9, 2017 But,
although Jesus* was truly a prophet of God, he is not the prophet spoken of here. On the other hand, Muhammad* is
more like Moses* both were v) Both were accepted as Prophets by their people in their lifetime but What the Bible
says about Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) - WhyIslam Jul 15, 2016 It is a question of informed choice and human
freedom in Moses and Jesus, versus the coercion of jihad in provocation:In A.D. Is the God of Muhammad the
Father of Jesus? Christianity Today Thus, believing in Prophets Adam, Jesus, Moses, and Muhammad (peace and
blessings be upon them) is a requirement for anyone who calls him or herself a
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